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IHRDC Home
About IHRDC. For over 50 years, International Human Resources Development Corporation has been a worldwide leader in training and competency development for the oil and gas industry. We continue to offer the best Instructional Programs, e-Learning Solutions, and Competency Management available in the industry today.
About IHRDC Overview
Petroleum Online is a comprehensive series of e-Learning courses that provide an in-depth overview of each sector of the international oil and gas industry. It is easily accessible on the web and designed to make learning both challenging and enjoyable. The learning media is all-inclusive: engaging video introduces key concepts, illustrative graphics surround the text and challenging ...
Oil and Gas Business Introduction - IHRDC Home
Timely Topics. IHRDC courses are designed with a sound set of working competencies across the downstream supply trading and price risk management chain. The courses cover all pertinent aspects of marketing, supply, logistics, trading, and price risk management in the oil, gas, and power industries. IHRDC also delivers private courses that can be tailored to a client’s requirements, covering relevant topics and using case studies from the company’s own business.
Downstream Oil Programs - IHRDC Home
The new, extensive database of learning nuggets is derived from IHRDC’s many in-depth e-Learning resources containing more than 1,500 courses encompassing the Oil and Gas Business, Upstream ...
IHRDC Introduces the Next Generation of Oil and Gas ...
This page lists IHRDC's schedule of instructional programs for the oil and gas sector. We use cookies to improve your experience on our websites. By continuing you are giving consent to cookies being used.
Schedule of Programs - IHRDC Home
New Athena Microlearning Delivers 6,524 Training Nuggets to Your Handheld Devices ...
IHRDC : Introduces the Next Generation of Oil and Gas Learning
IHRDC's Private Oil and Gas Workshops are designed around our comprehensive, public Management Programs and are condensed into one-week or less. These workshops are ideal for teaching the essentials of the international energy business and the skills required to be an outstanding manager.
IHRDC
New Athena Microlearning Delivers 6,524 Training Nuggets to Your Handheld Devices. IHRDC, a leader in training and competency development for the worldwide oil and gas industry for more than 50 years, announced IHRDC Athena Microlearning today, the company’s innovative new product to deliver, online, just-in-time training in small bites to learners around the globe.
IHRDC Introduces the Next Generation of Oil and Gas Learning
A comprehensive series of courses that provide in-depth overviews of each sector of the oil and gas industry. The Petroleum Online series is suitable for anyone associated with the international oil and gas industry. An award-winning, comprehensive e-Learning system that covers all areas of upstream petroleum technology.
e-Learning and Knowledge Solutions - IHRDC Home
Use the links below to browse through IHRDC's e-Learning courses. As you find the courses you need to take, you can add them to our shopping cart by clicking on the "add to cart" link. All courses are available in IHRDC's www.oilandgastraining.com e-Learning site.
IHRDC Course Catalog - IHRDC Home
BOSTON--(BUSINESS WIRE)--#competency--IHRDC, a leader in training and competency development for the worldwide oil and gas industry for more than 50 years, announced IHRDC Athena Microlearning today, the company’s innovative new product to deliver, online, just-in-time training in small bites to learners around the globe.The new, extensive database of learning nuggets is derived from IHRDC ...
IHRDC Introduces the Next Generation of Oil and Gas ...
International Human Resources Development Corporation (www.ihrdc.com) has been a global leader in training and competency management for the oil and gas industry for more than 50 years. It offers ...
IHRDC Introduces the Next Generation of Oil and Gas Learning
IHRDC, a leader in training and competency development for the worldwide oil and gas industry for more than 50 years, announced IHRDC Athena Microlearning today, the company’s innovative new ...
IHRDC Introduces the Next Generation of Oil and Gas Learning
International Human Resources Development Corporation (www.ihrdc.com) has been a global leader in training and competency management for the oil and gas industry for more than 50 years. It offers the best Instructional Programs, e-Learning and Knowledge Solutions, and Competency Management products and services available to the industry today.
IHRDC Introduces the Next Generation of Oil and Gas Learning
IHRDC Introduces the Next Generation of Oil & Gas Learning. Our New Athena Microlearning Delivers 6,524 Oil and Gas Training Nuggets to any device.
IHRDC Introduces the Next Generation of Oil and Gas Learning
A family owned and operated company, Home Oil & Gas Company, Inc. was established in 1925 as a marketer of fuel, gas, and oil products. Read More Company Profile Home [www.oilandgastraining.com] About IHRDC. For over 50 years, International Human Resources Development Corporation has
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Get Free Oil And Gas Ihrdc Home Oil And Gas Ihrdc Home IHRDC Home IHRDC has been a worldwide leader in oil and gas training and petroleum industry competency development for more than 45 years. We use cookies to improve your experience on our websites. By continuing you are giving consent to cookies being used. IHRDC Home Petroleum
Oil And Gas Ihrdc Home
Oil and Gas Industry News / Posted on October 18, 2018 October 18, 2018 / Marshall Frank UK Competition for Renewable Flight and Freight Fuels My July 3, 2018 blog, Municipal Solid and Forestry Waste Projects Now Delivering Transportation Fuels, described several projects in the US based on producing either […]
Perspectives on the Oil and Gas Business
Course details for IHRDC's current Instructional Programs, which continue to be favorites in the industry because of their unique design, superior instruction and attention to the needs of students throughout their stay.
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